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Oxygenics Showerheads: A Boon for the
Environment and your Wallet
posted on Friday January 30, 2009

With global warming issues taking on the headlines, prices of water and

electricity constantly on the rise, the importance of saving our environment

and our money becomes even more evident, and harder to ignore. One of

the biggest culprits in high water costs are showerheads, and its partner in

crime, the water heater. A person who takes a proper 10 minute shower

using conventional showerheads might find himself wasting away around 45

gallons of potable water. In fact, this would be 45 gallons of heated potable

water, which comes at a staggering price. Why all the water? To obtain a full

shower, a lot of water is needed to give a desirable and comfortable water

pressure. Nothing much could be done about it in the past, but with the entry

of Oxygenics to the Philippine market, there is a silver lining over the dark

cloud looming over utility bills.

Oxygenics economic low flow showerheads look no different from other

good showerheads, but upon closer inspection, we will find some ingenious

differences in its core architecture that could spell savings to monthly costs

and promote positive environmental impact. Oxygenics utilizes what is

known as the Venturi principle, in layman’s terms, as water enters the base

of the showerhead, it is propelled through an accelerator fin to increase the

velocity of the water flow. It is then directed through a channel where

oxygen is injected into water. The result, Phenomenal coverage and a

continuous range of sensations – from a soft relaxing spray to a deep

therapeutic massage to everything in between, that not only uses less

water, in fact, less hot water, but also, oxygen enriched water has been

found to be very beneficial for our skin. The system is ingenious, and

because of its use of air in giving the complete pressure we look for in good

showers, the same principle makes this showerhead ideal for places with low

water pressure. Oxygenics showerhead can start working in places with

water pressure of 5 PSI.

How effective is Oxygenics? In local studies conducted with areas that

present 55 PSI water pressure, Oxygenics was able to save 2.5 Gallons Per

Minute (GPM). For a full 10 minute shower, this would spell out 25 gallons of

water saved. The total cost saved from water and electricity for heating

water would be at least Php 10 per person taking a shower per day.

Oxygenics actually starts paying itself off compared to those existing
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Oxygenics actually starts paying itself off compared to those existing

showerheads that have to be replaced. For those who are buying a new

showerhead, this would mean instant savings. Philippine households would

typically have 2 users of 1 showerhead, with both of the users taking a bath

once a day. The showerhead can save around Php 20 a day, or Php 600 a

month.

Oxygenics is beneficial not only for residential use but for commercial uses

as well. Developers who want to promote their projects as Green and

Environmental would find that promoting a water saving showerhead being

used in their fixture will have a very positive effect to prospective buyers.

This would promote positive corporate social responsibility and a positive

impact on the image of the project. Other industries or uses would be for

hospitality facilities such as hotels and stopover lounges, gyms, country

clubs, locker rooms, communes, hospitals, clinics, and other facilities. Gyms

can have as many as 20 users per showerhead per day, and the savings

that could be derived is potentially large. Hotels benefit over reduced

operating costs, and others benefit in the same situation.

Another important saving factor in a showerhead would be its maintenance.

Oxygenics uses Delrin coating for all of its internal components to ensure a

lifetime of maintenance free usage. Delrin is a product of Dupont, similar to

Teflon, which is non stick. This special coating prevents scaling and mineral

build up from ruining the user’s shower experience. Oxygenics also uses the

toughest materials available for its case. ABS materials are known to be

durable and virtually shock proof. These showerheads use the same

materials used for helmets and heavy duty industrial equipment, but well

coated with chrome to give a long lasting aesthetic effect.

Given its reduced usage of water and special coating making it maintenance

free, one Oxygenics shower can save 25 gallons of water per pay per user,

which could save 9,000 gallons of water per year, enough to provide 38

people with clean drinking water for a year, or mean that 73 users of

Oxygenics showerheads would have saved enough water to fill an Olympic

sized swimming pool. The savings on electricity from heating water would be

equivalent to 791 kilowatt hours a year, which is also equivalent to 467 kilos

of Carbon Dioxide, or is equivalent to the carbon dioxide emission of a car

travelling 6,226 kilometers. Further, the since Oxygenics are built to outlast

other showerheads in the market, its own carbon footprint is substantially

smaller since it is divided by its product lifecycle.
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Oxygenics is originally from the USA, and is proud of its positive track

record of being the best choice of many hotels. More than 40% of hotels in

Las Vegas use Oxygenics, and have found that customers praise their

shower experience, which is their primary concern, aside from savings and

positive environmental impact.

There are five models currently available in the local market, namely, the

SkinCare Series, which is an economic model, the Five Star Resort Spa

Series, popular among notable five star hotels in USA, the Trispa, with 3

settings giving either a relaxing shower or an energizing shower, the Body

Spa, which is a slim and trendy telephone shower, and the TriSpa handheld,

for those who want the full features of TriSpa in a telephone shower design.

The most important solution to today’s global warming and financial crisis is

that there is indeed a good news, and Oxygenics has presented that good

news. By having more users get involved in participating with helping the

environment and reduce water and electricity consumption, there is a very

positive light in reversing the whole crisis and making the environment

healthy again. This might not be the sole solution, but one of the vital

solutions needed that has a great impact in balancing our ecology.

Oxygenics showerheads have arrived in the Philippine market last December

2008, and are now available in Federal Home Depot at Pasong Tamo

Extension, Makati. The product is exclusively being distributed by

PanManhattan Marketing Corporation, who can be reached at sourcing@jw-

world.com or through the phone number (632)808 2188. 
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